This paper analyzes the patterns of market selection in manufacturing industries of France, Germany, UK, and USA. We first disentangle the contribution to industry-level productivity growth of within-firm productivity changes and betweenfirms reallocation of shares. The evidence corroborates the notion that within-firm learning prevails over market selection forces, with larger firms driving such innovation and learning processes. Second, we address the "strength" of selection by exploring to what extent firm growth rates are shaped by relative productivity levels as compared to variation thereof. Our key finding is that, although changes in relative efficiency have a greater impact on growth than relative efficiency levels, there is an overall weak relationship between productivity and growth, and therefore a weak power of selection forces in all countries. The results hold across firms of different size, but we also find that selection bites more on SMEs.
Introduction
Several empirical studies have documented by now the turbulent micro dynamics underlying the process of productivity growth in manufacturing sectors, finding significant rates of input and output reallocation across firms, even within relatively narrowly defined industries. In interpreting such evidence, a central concern has been the relative importance for aggregate productivity of, first, the reallocation of market shares across differently productive incumbent firms -the so called between effect -; second, of firmspecific productivity gains or losses by the incumbent firms -the so called within effect -; and, third, of the turnover between entrant and exiters.
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The between component is commonly viewed as a measure of market driven selection, in agreement with the intuition that market shares reallocation across firms should proceed in favor of more productive firms (or plants), while less productive units are expected to see their market share shrinking. This view that markets work as selectors of "better firms" is indeed pervasive in theories of firm-industry evolution, which agree in predicting a positive association between growth of a firm and its relative efficiency, due to competitive selection forces delivering gains and losses according to heterogeneous and firm-specific efficiencies. However, the empirical evidence suggests that the between component usually provides a smaller contribution to productivity growth than the within term, hinting at a relative weakness of selection forces as compared to the impact of idiosyncratic learning.
The central contribution of this paper regards indeed the identification of the strength of market-driven selection. We address two major limitations of the existing empirical literature.
First, most studies in the productivity decomposition literature focus on specific countries or industries, adopting different decomposition methods, thus making a comparison of the findings far from straightforward.
2 In the present study the analysis is based on an invariant methodology, consistent across sectors and across countries, and we apply that to the same unit of analysis, i.e. at the firm level. By comparing results across the USA and three major European economies, namely France, Germany, and the UK, we seek to reveal similarities and differences across economies characterized by different industrial and institutional structures, plausibly influencing also the features and intensity of the selection processes. Second, we want to deeper analyze the micro drivers of selection dynamics. Indeed, the between component of aggregate productivity decompositions gives only a quite indirect and imprecise measure of selection amongst incumbents. It just quantifies that part of aggregate productivity changes (say at sectoral level) which is accounted for by mar-ket shares changes correlated with firm-specific differentials from average productivity. A finer and more direct empirical assessment of market selection forces concerns the extent to which firm specific relative productivities influence the relative growth performance of firms. We therefore turn to direct estimation of the relationship between relative efficiency and growth rates through firm level regressions. The empirical literature has rarely followed this route, perhaps influenced by the theoretical agreement that firm growth and firm efficiency are positively and strongly correlated. One of the first exceptions, to our knowledge, is in Bottazzi et al. (2010) , finding that the relationship between growth and (labour) productivity is indeed weak in a large sample of French and Italian manufacturing firms, suggesting equally weak strength of market selection forces. A much greater room of explanation is left to unobserved heterogeneity, ultimately capturing both idiosyncratic degrees of "strategic freedom" of individual firms and, together, the sheer ignorance of the researcher on the underlying drivers of the process.
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We share with that study the intuition that switching from decompositions to firmlevel regression represents a crucial step forward, and we follow the same strategy to quantify the workings of selection via an assessment of the explanatory power of productivity as a predictor of firm growth. However, we extend the analysis along several lines. First, we work with data about firms from four different countries allowing us to explore invariances and diversities across the two major continental Europe economies (Germany and France) and two more "free-market" oriented economies (the UK and the US). Second, Fixed Effects estimates presented in that study can severely underestimate the true contribution of relative efficiency, since the within-transformation washes away the average efficiency of a firm over the observed period. We instead resort to Correlated Random Effects regressions, allowing us to also consider the contribution of firm-specific average productivity, and thus capturing the somewhat structural, time invariant efficiency effect on growth. Third, while that study only accounts for contemporaneous productivitygrowth relationship, we investigate its intertemporal structure, through the inclusion of lags of productivity regressors and also by looking at longer-run relationship between average growth and average productivity performances computed over the sample period. Fourth, and finally, we assess the relative importance of relative productivity levels vs. relative productivity changes over time as apparent determinants of firm growth.
A further concern of our study is also to unravel the role of firm size, seeking to identify whether selection dynamics present specificities across small-medium enterprises (SMEs) as compared to larger firms. A vast literature indeed suggests that SMEs can represent a key driver of economic growth -or at least the more dynamic and more innovative subset of them -especially when young and able to survive to the first years after entry. At the same time, however, small firms tend to face major constraints to growth, especially because of their lower ability to get finance, and the difficulties that can arise in managing crucial stages of development concerning, e.g., internationalization and formalization of R&D and other innovative activities. It is therefore a priori not trivial whether one should expect selection to be stronger for (surviving) SMEs. Our analysis addresses this question, and provides the first attempt, to our knowledge, to identify the SMEs' contribution to the within and between components of overall sectoral productivity growth.
Our main findings reveal an overall weak power of selection forces, emerging robustly in all countries. First, from the decomposition of sectoral productivity growth, we confirm previous evidence of a prevalence of the within-firm effect over the between component, corroborating the notion that within-firm learning processes offer a more relevant contribution than market selection to the overall productivity dynamics. A major qualification comes from the result that the within-firm component is larger across larger firms than across SMEs, suggesting larger firms drives learning and innovation processes. Second, our firm level regressions show that, although relative productivity changes exert a greater influence than relative productivity levels, such productivity variables together provide little association with firm growth rates, contrary to most common theoretical expectations. Notably, such a result of a weak working of selection holds across firms of different sizes, although competitive selection is fiercer across small-medium firms.
Background literature
The empirical identification of the role of markets as efficient selectors of the better performing business units is not easy. The commonly followed approach rests upon the properties of longitudinal microdata (at firm or plant level), apt to decompose aggregate (economy-or sector-wide) productivity changes. In such decomposition, market selection forces are captured by the contribution coming from reallocation of market shares across heterogeneously efficient incumbent units (the so-called between component), and its power is assessed against the aggregate productivity changes coming from incumbent firms increasing or decreasing their efficiency (the within component), or coming from the "churning" associated to entry and exit dynamics.
The overall picture emerging from this literature is that industrial dynamics is shaped by significant rates of input and output reallocation across firms, even within relatively narrowly defined industries (see Baily et al., 1992; Griliches and Regev, 1995; Foster et al., 2001; Baldwin and Gu, 2006, among others) . The process is also characterized by high flows of entry and exit, with about half of the new firms dying within the first 5 years (Bartelsman et al., 2005) . Together, the decomposition exercises provide mixed evidence on the contribution of this "churning" to the overall productivity growth, with some studies finding small effects (see Baily et al., 1992; Griliches and Regev, 1995, for USA and Israel, respectively) and others showing more sizable ones (see Baldwin and Gu, 2006, on Canada) . 4 There is instead more agreement in the finding that the between effect usually provides a smaller contribution to aggregate productivity growth than the within term. In fact, some evidence, as in Disney et al. (2003) for the UK or in Baldwin and Gu (2006) for Canada, shows even negative between term. How does one interpret all this ? First, start from the premise that the between term in standard aggregate productivity decompositions cannot be a satisfactory measure of selection. A finer underlying question involves a direct estimation of the relationship between relative productivity and firm growth. The efficiency-growth relationship is at the core of heterogeneous firms models of industry dynamics rooted into different theoretical camps, which all tend to agree in predicting a positive and strong association between growth of a firm and its relative efficiency. This applies to models of "equilibrium evolution" such as the by now classical Jovanovic (1982) , Hopenhayn (1992) and Ericson and Pakes (1995) , to the more recent Luttmer (2007) and Acemoglu et al. (2013) . And it does also apply to Schumpeterian evolutionary models, including the classic Nelson and Winter (1982) , and also a family of models formally representing the process of selection among firms through some mechanism of the replicator-dynamics type. So, for example, in an evolutionary frameworkà la Silverberg et al. (1988) , if competitiveness is inversely related to prices, in turn inversely related to productivity, then the law of motion of shares of firm i in any one industry is described by a replicator-dynamics of the form
where ∆ stands for first-difference, s i,t is the market share of firm i at time t, π i,t is the productivity of firm i, andΠ t the average industry productivity. With all agnosticism on the functional form of f , granted monotonicity, firms with above-average productivity should display above-average growth and increase their market shares, and viceversa for less productive firms.
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The empirical literature has not given the deserved attention to the analysis of the growth-productivity relationship at the firm level. In one of the first systematic attempts Bottazzi et al. (2010) specify a relationship between firm growth and contemporaneous relative productivity. Exploiting large samples of French and Italian manufacturing firms, they estimate the equation via a standard Fixed Effects-within group estimator and then compute a modified R 2 accounting for the contribution of contemporaneous productivity to the total variance of firm growth in different sectors. They find that relative 4 Plehn-Dujowich (2009) extends the standard framework to also incorporate reallocation across industries, that is looking at existing firms exiting from one industry and reallocating their assets via entry into a different industry or opening a new product line.
5 See also Dosi et al. (1995) , Silverberg and Verspagen (1995) , Metcalfe (1998) , among others, for models sharing the same structure. Models in the Nelson and Winter (1982) formalism yield the same qualitative prediction in that more efficient (productive) firms operating in a competitive, price-taking market would get higher profits and (under some reasonable assumption of imperfect capital markets) would invest and produce more relative to the universe of competitors (see also Bottazzi et al., 2001) .
productivity "explains" roughly between 3% and 5% of the variance in growth rates, while the contribution of unobserved heterogeneity (the firm fixed effects) is much larger. As we shall see in the following, our analysis support their general conclusion that selection forces are indeed weak, although we account here for the dynamic structure of the productivity-growth relationship and we exploit Correlated Random Effects estimator to correct for Fixed Effects estimates neglecting the potentially important role of the time invariant component of firm-specific productivity, capturing structural differences across firms.
Data and Variables
The analysis draws upon two largely used firm-level datasets. For USA firms, our source is the North-American section of COMPUSTAT. This is a well-known and widely used dataset covering all firms listed on US stock exchange, available to us starting from the year 1958. For the European countries (France, Germany, and the UK) we use AMADEUS, a commercial database provided by Bureau van Dijk. The edition at our access (March 2010) contains balance sheets and income statements about over 14 Million European firms over the period [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . AMADEUS data are standardized to allow comparisons across countries and include up to ten years of accounting information of firms that are legally required to file their accounts. Because of different disclosure rules, coverage varies across countries. Moreover, the yearly update drops all the firms for which there is no information in the previous five years, so that coverage also varies by year.
We are interested in corporate performances across countries as revealed by two major dimensions, namely productivity and growth. Firm growth is measured as the log difference of (constant-price) sales, in two consecutive years. As a measure of productivity, we mainly use the simple ratio of value added, at constant prices, over the number of employees.
6 Figures on employment are readily available in both AMADEUS and COMPUSTAT. Value added, defined in a standard way as revenues minus costs of inputs (labour excluded), is directly computed in AMADEUS data, while only sales and total costs (cost of labour included) are available in COMPUSTAT. Therefore, in order to get an homogeneous proxy for value added, we need to build a measure of cost of labour, and add it back to the difference between sales and total costs. Following Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2003) , we compute the cost of employees by multiplying the number of employees for the average sectoral cost of labour as reported by the BLS at the 4-digits level of disaggregation.
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In order to have a time interval with a good coverage of the variables of interest in AMADEUS, the empirical analysis spans over the period 2000-2007 for France and United  Kingdom, while the sample period is 2001-2007 for Germany. Accordingly, we take the years 2000-2007 as the reference also for US firms tracked in COMPUSTAT data. We concentrate the analysis on manufacturing industries, disaggregated according to the ISIC Rev.4 classification at 2-digits. Although our datasets are known to be more representative of medium-large firms as compared to the reference populations, no minimum threshold is imposed on employment by the data collection process in order to enter the datasets, so that we do have even very small firms in the sample. We however drop micro firms with less than 20 employees to keep comparability with Bottazzi et al. (2010) .
- Table 1 about hereThe final working sample is an unbalanced panel of 36144 firms, of which 15371 in France, 7296 in Germany, 10428 in the UK from AMADEUS and 3049 firms from US-COMPUSTAT. We cannot distinguish "true" entry/exit from missing values due to any other reason, since the datasets do not have detailed information on firm demography. However, about 50% of the firms in all countries are observed for at least 6 years. As reference, consider that for the year 2005, we cover 68% of total manufacturing employment in France, 72% in Germany, 55% in UK, and 79% in US. Similarly, the the share of Value Added is 60% in France, 62% in Germany, 42% in UK, and 82% in US.
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In Table 1 we present information about number of observations, mean and median of growth of sales, labour productivity and size (number of employees). We observe differences across countries for all of the main variables, a fact that further motivates our choice to run separate estimates by country. Such differences do not seem to reveal completely different and incomparable structures across countries, as indeed median values are similar, apart for the relatively larger median size of firms in the US sample, reflecting the publicly traded nature of firms in US-COMPUSTAT data. Notice that we do have both large and SMEs firms also in this data, however.
- Table 2 about hereTable 2 reports about the degree of within-sector dispersion of firm growth and (log) labour productivity. We confirm the usual stylised facts about the huge firm heterogeneity in terms of both variables, invariably found in other empirical studies even within narrowly defined industries (see, among others, Bartelsman and Doms, 2000; Bottazzi and Secchi, 2006; Dosi, 2007) . On average, the standard deviation of growth rates goes from around 7 Constant price sales and value added are obtained by deflating all nominal variables with appropriate sectoral price indexes, from EUROSTAT and from the BLS (base year 2005).
8 Aggregate country-level data are from OECD STAN database. Coverage is similar in other years.
20% in France to 40% in UK. Firms are even more differentiated in terms of (log) labour productivity: the across-sectors average of the standard deviation goes from around 0.50 in France and Germany, to 0.55 in the US, and to almost 0.60 in UK. This implies, for instance, that in the UK, on average, a firm with labour productivity of 1-standard deviation above the sectoral mean is more than three times more productive than a firm with productivity of about 1-standard deviation below the sectoral mean.
Decomposition of productivity growth
Within the standard decomposition approach, industry-level productivity growth is the aggregate outcome of micro-dynamics involving productivity changes and market shares reallocation across incumbents, entering and exiting firms. Incumbent firms, in particular, contribute to aggregate growth by means of two distinct processes. On one hand, the socalled within component captures firm-specific productivity improvements (or losses) and it is interpreted as a measure of the importance for aggregate productivity growth of the processes of learning, innovation, imitation (or lack thereof) taking place inside the firms itself. On the other hand, the so-called between component accounts for the total sum of the (positive or negative) changes in market shares of incumbents weighted by their productivity, and it is interpreted as a measure of the strength of selection forces yielding rewards and punishments -in terms of market shares -according to relative efficiencies. The relative magnitude of the two components represents our first piece of evidence on the importance of market selection mechanisms. We start from a general index of the aggregate productivity of sector j in year t, Π j,t , defined as a weighted sum of individual firms' productivitiesΠ
where π i,t is the labour productivity of firm i in year t, and the weight s i,t represents the share of firm i in sector j in the same year. We here measure s i in terms of employment shares, since this choice ensures that we are decomposing a standard aggregate labour productivity index, as it is indeed done in several previous studies. However, looking at shares of labour inputs might not be the most appropriate way to account for the process of selection: firms do primarily compete in the goods market, and thus the very working of selective forces might be better revealed in terms of contraction or expansion of sales shares, not employment shares. We shall turn to the dynamics of firm growth as measured by sales in the panel regressions of the next Section. We next decompose the change in the aggregate indexΠ as follows
where ∆ stands for the first-difference between two subsequent years, and a bar over a variable indicates the average of the variable computed over the two years considered. The first term on the right hand side is the within-firm effect, i.e the sum of firm-specific changes in productivity weighted by the average market share of each firm. The second term is the between-firms effect, i.e. the sum of the variation in firms' shares weighted by average productivity levels. Since by construction the sum of shares of incumbent firms is constant and equal to one, the between term captures the extent to which shares reallocate to firms that stay above or below the average industry productivity.
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We can next compute the overall contribution of the two components just by repeating the decomposition for each pair of consecutive years in the sample, and then summing over the years, yielding
where, again, the within and between components are the two terms of the sum on the right hand side.
- Table 3 about hereTo ease comparison of the relative importance of between and within effects obtained from Equation (4), we report percentage shares of the two components in total productivity change.
10 Detailed results according to sectors and countries are presented in Table 3 .
The "violin plots" in Figure 1 offer a summary picture for each country. For each country they combine a standard Box-plot, reporting the median and the inter-quartile range of the distribution of sectoral estimates within a country, with a kernel estimate of the same distribution, depicted as the contour of the violin. White violins refer to the sectoral distribution of the percentage shares of the between components, while shaded violins show the corresponding distribution of the within terms.
- Figure 1 about here -
The most robust finding is the strong predominance of the within component. This result is in line with previous works performing decomposition exercises and it already 9 Since application of the formula requires information on two consecutive years, incumbent firms needs here to be intended as firms for which data for at least two consecutive years are available. Also recall that we cannot properly distinguish entry and exit from simple missing values in one of the variables, so we cannot meaningfully compute the contribution from entry and exit. Further notice that our decomposition, as in Griliches and Regev (1995) , does not separate out the covariance effect. It is easy to show that formula (3) splits the covariance term in equal parts between the within and the between component.
10 Notice that the percentage contribution of each component obtained with our formula is equivalent to the weighted sum of the yearly contributions. Take for example the within component. Its total contribution is equal to ( t i∈js i ∆π i,t )/( t ∆Π j,t ) = t [( witnesses against any simplistic view of the power of market selection. Let us emphasize that the pattern holds irrespective of the country considered. Indeed, the median values of the between component computed across sectors is quite low everywhere (10% in France, 6% in UK, 9% in the USA, and −1% in Germany) and the distribution of the two components (in the violins) are largely overlapping across countries: above 50% and centered around 1 for the within term, while below 50% and centered around zero for the between term.
Prima facie, therefore, it seems that weak selection is a robust property invariant across different institutional and other country-specific features. Somewhat contrary to the common wisdom, selectivity of markets does not seem to be more effective in more "market-oriented" economies, such as the UK and the USA, as compared to continental Europe, at least to the extent that the between component can capture all that. Note also that a negative between term, as it is in quite a few sectors, implies that shares in terms of employees are reallocated to less productive firms. This seems to be more frequent in Germany, a fact that may be connected to the process of restructuring and reforms undergone in the country over the period of observations.
At the same time, there does not seem to be any robust link between competitive selection forces and sectoral specificities. This result is striking, too, since a priori one could think that some sectors should be characterized by more turbulent dynamics and more aggressive competitive selection. However, we find that the between component of a given sector can sensibly vary across countries. Take for instance a commonly considered low-tech and mature sector like "Textile". Here we find one of the highest between effect in France (0.57), but a negative between effect in all other countries. Similarly, "Computer and Electronics", which we can consider as one of the most high-tech and dynamic sectors, displays a 51% contribution of the between effect to total productivity change in the UK, but much lower values (around 30% in France and US) and an almost zero (or negative, -3%) contribution in Germany. Spearman's rank correlations computed between the distributions of the between components for pairs of countries confirm the lacking presence of strong sectoral specificities (see Table 4 ). The coefficients are all small and not statistically different from zero in most cases. The correlation is significant, yet not perfect (0.5) only in the Germany-US comparison, suggesting some more similarity in the sectoral ranking of selection forces between these two countries.
- Table 4 about here -
Regression analysis
Despite the standard practice to interpret productivity change decompositions as an assessment of the relative importance of selection/reallocation vs. firm-specific learn-ing, a more natural way to address the workings of selection is to directly look at the productivity-growth relationship within a standard firm-level regression framework. Refining upon Bottazzi et al. (2010) , in this section we look at the strength of the market selection by estimating the explanatory power of productivity as predictor of firms growth. Our main specification accounts for the overall explanatory power of current and lagged levels of relative productivity upon corporate growth. Next, we consider the relative explanatory power of relative productivity levels vs. over time changes of relative productivities. Finally, we offer a "longer-run" picture, by investigating the relationship between firm-specific average growth and average productivity computed over sub-periods. In all the exercises we define firm growth in terms of growth of sales, a measure that directly links to the success (or failure) on the product market, and we provide separate estimates by the different sectors within each country.
Main results: firm growth and relative productivities
We start from a general specification of the growth-productivity relationship as a linear model with additive heterogeneity
where g i,t denotes the growth rate of firm i in terms of log-differences of sales between year t and t − 1, π i,t−l captures current and past labour productivity with L the longest lag length considered (l = {0, . . . , L}), b t is a year dummy, u i captures firm-specific time invariant unobserved heterogeneity, and ǫ i,t a usual error term. Since we shall run separate regression by sectors and countries, the presence of time dummies is equivalent to consider the variables in deviation from their yearly cross-sectional average within industry (and countries), so that relative efficiency within industries (and countries) is what matters for relative firm growth, in accordance to a replicator dynamics type of relationship as in Equation (1).
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There may be different strategies to estimate Equation (5) in practice. Bottazzi et al. (2010) choose a specification with current productivity π t as the only regressor, and apply a standard Fixed Effects within estimator. We employ a different strategy. First, we want to keep a specification allowing for distributed lags in the effects of the independent variable, picking up possible adjustment times between changes in relative productivities and changes in the growth rates.
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11 In preliminary analysis, we have also explored the validity of the linear specification. Kernel regressions show that the linear fit is in the 95% confidence interval across sectors and countries, and the lack of non-linearities is confirmed by a parametric binned regression with three bins for low, medium, and high productivity firms.
12 Lagged values also help in alleviating violations of strict exogeneity of the error term. Indeed, the presence of significant lags helps in ensuring that there are no shocks to the dependent variable Therefore, based on sequential rejection of the statistical significance of longer lags structure, we specify the following regression equation with L = 1 as our baseline model
Second, we apply the Mundlak (1978)'s version of the Correlated Random Effects estimator. That is, we estimate via Random Effects the following model
where we addπ i andπ i,−1 , respectively indicating the within-firm time series averages of the (log) productivity up to time t and to time t − 1, while c i is a new unobserved firmspecific heterogeneity term, uncorrelated with the productivity regressors after controlling for their averages. The Fixed-Effects within group estimator applied to Equation (6) and the random Effects estimates of Equation (7) return exactly the same point estimates of the coefficients β 0 and β 1 , as shown in Mundlak (1978) for balanced panel, and in Wooldridge (2009) for the unbalanced case. The main advantage of the Correlated Random Effects estimator is that the Fixed Effect model systematically neglects the "productivity-related contribution" hidden within the firm-specific term u i . To see why this is important, consider the case of two firms with the same productivity dynamics through time, but different average productivity. If the firm with the higher average productivity grows more, withingroup estimation imputes this "productivity premium" to the firm-specific, time-invariant unobserved factors, while this average effect should be clearly considered as part of the explanatory power of productivity. Correlated Random Effects exactly allow to account for that component. And indeed, what we primarily focus on is not just the point estimate and significance of β 0 , β 1 and of the other coefficients. Rather, we are more interested in the "overall" contribution of productivity to sales growth, which we quantify via the following measure of the fraction of total variance explained by productivity terms
The traditional coefficient of determination
also includes the contribution of the heterogeneity term c i , so that the difference between that are correlated with past values of the independent variable. More formally, strict exogeneity (E(ǫ i,t |π i,s , u i )=0, ∀t, s) also requires that future values of the dependent variable are uncorrelated with present shocks. We tested this hypothesis by including π t+1 in our regressions. The coefficients of this variable were not statistically significant in the large majority of the cases. R 2 and S 2 delivers a measure of the variance explained by time invariant unobserved factors.
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Usual caveats are in order, since we recognize that our econometric strategy does not cure all the possible sources of bias that could arise in the estimation. First, our choice to focus on productivity alone allows us to better focus on the explanatory power merely originating from productivity variables, but at the same time obviously exposes the exercise to omitted variable bias. Indeed, firm fixed effects absorb the time-invariant component of the omitted and potentially relevant determinants of growth that can jointly affect productivity. This is not a too heroic hypothesis, however, given the relatively short sample period. Yet, we know that time-varying components of omitted variables may play a role. If this were the case, the most likely implication would be that we are overestimating the effect of productivity terms on growth, since most of standard control variables such as age, R&D, or quality of inputs, are all likely to have the same sign in their correlation with both growth and productivity.
14 A second common source of bias can arise from feedback effects or reverse causality from growth to productivity. There are two theoretically conflicting hypothesis about the potential direction of the bias. Some theories tend to predict that growth should exhibit a positive effect on subsequent productivity, via a sort of micro-level version of KaldorVerdoorn law. However, one can also envisage that growth is accompanied by decreasing productivity, due to a "Penrose Effect" implying efficiency losses due to difficulties in managing the organization during the growth process (see Coad, 2009 , for a review of the theories). We have however verified that we can reject that growth Granger-causes productivity, within regressions of productivity against its own past and past growth. In that regression, moreover, the lags of sales growth, when significant, display a positive coefficient, so that, if anything, reverse causality can make us overestimating the effects of productivity. Overall, therefore, we can predict a potential positive bias in our estimates from both omitted variables and reverse causality. This makes any finding of weak correlation between productivity and growth a fortiori even stronger. As the following analysis will show, this is precisely our main conclusion.
- Table 5 about here -- Figure 2 about here -13 More precisely, R 2 also consider the contribution of time dummies, whereas S 2 also considers the covariances between time dummies and productivity variables. Year dummies are however found to explain a negligible part of total variation in our case, so that in practice the c i terms explain the entire difference R 2 − S 2 . 14 Also notice that in Section 6 below we explore robustness of our main conclusions across forms of different size, and that (see Appendix 2) we are also able to confirm our main results when using TFP in place of labour productivity, implicitly controlling for capital intensity. Other potentially interesting controls, such as age and R&D in particular, are unfortunately not available or rather full of missing values in the data available to us, especially in AMADEUS. Table 5 report estimates of the Correlated Random Effects model in Equation (7), according to sectors and countries. To ease identification of the main patterns, we also provide a graphical summary in Figure 2 where, for each country, the two shaded violin plots represent the distribution of the sectoral coefficients β 0 (the leftmost violin) and β 1 (the rightmost one), and the white violin in the middle represents the sum of the two coefficients. We observe that, although there is variation in the point estimates, the coefficients β 0 and β 1 are significant at the 1% level in almost the totality of sectors across the four countries. This suggests that relative productivity levels, both at time t and at time t − 1, have an effect on firm growth rates. Moreover, strong regularities emerge concerning the magnitudes and the signs of the two coefficients across both sectors and countries. First, the two coefficients are quite stable in absolute value, with a median across sectors of about 0.2 in all the countries. Since β 0 and β 1 are elasticities, we can say that, in median, a 1% increase in productivity at time t or t − 1 is related to an average change in sales growth of around 0.2. Second, the estimated β 0 and β 1 tend to be similar in magnitude and an opposite sign, as it is apparent from the white violins, all tightly spread around a median value of about zero.
- Table 6 about hereNext, in capturing the contribution of the productivity regressors (both levels and averages), are in median 0.19 for France, 0.18 for Germany, 0.14 for the UK and 0.15 for the USA. That is, productivity variables account from 1/5 to 1/6 of the variance in firms' growth rates. This is a relatively modest contribution, although considerably higher than found in Bottazzi et al. (2010) . Correspondingly, idiosyncratic firm fixed effects have a smaller impact as compared to Bottazzi et al. (2010) , but they still account for the major part of the "explained" variance in firm growth. It is difficult to identify robust sectoral specificities. The general tendency is that the value of S 2 for a specific sector varies sensibly across countries, or it may be comparable across pairs of countries, but quite different in others. Spearman's rank correlations (in Table 7 ) tells that there is a sizable positive and significant (0.74) association between the ranking the S 2 distribution of France and the UK, while all the other pairwise correlations are not statistically different from zero.
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- Overall, the regression analysis confirms that selection forces are not strong, although we find here some more role of efficiency-driven competitive selection as compared to its near absence when measured by the very low (basically zero) share of the between components in the foregoing decomposition exercise. As noticed in that exercise, and possibly unexpected, weak competitive selection appears to characterize all of the four economies under study, although one would have expected some market forces to bite more in the US and the UK firms, given the more free-market oriented structures of these countries as compared to the traditionally more regulated French and German institutional set ups. Moreover, we do not find specific sectors, nor groups of sectors, which display the same pattern in all countries.
Productivity levels and productivity changes
A seemingly puzzling finding from the above analysis is that the estimated values of S 2 actually result from two opposing effects, a positive one from contemporaneous productivity and a negative one from the lagged variable.
16 One may conjecture that a reason for this evidence is that the actual drivers of firm growth do not rest in the relative levels of productivity at any time period, but rather in their variation through time. We therefore need to specify a different regression model allowing to test the importance of relative productivity levels vis-à-vis relative productivity changes. The aim is to separate the S 2 obtained above from the regression Equation (7) into a "level" component and a "dynamic" component. Accordingly, we first rewrite Equation (6) as
where ∆π i,t is the log-difference of relative productivity over two consecutive years, accounting for the dynamics of differential efficiency, whileπ i,t is the within-firm average productivity level computed over t and t − 1, in turn capturing the absolute differential efficiency among firms. Next, we again resort to Correlated Random Effects to estimate the main coefficients β ∆ and β m . That is, we apply the Random Effects estimator to the regression
where we add the average of the dynamic component,∆π i and the average of the level component,π i .
- Table 8 about here -We focus the discussion on the explanatory power of productivity variables. We compute the explanatory power ofπ i,t and ∆π i,t via the S 2 associated with each of the two variables, according to the formula in (8), properly modified. Under the hypothesis that firms are selected and grow mostly according to their "static" relative efficiency, one should expect the explanatory power ofπ i,t to be greater than that of ∆π i,t . On the contrary, if firms are competitively rewarded mainly because of their differential productivity growth, the explanatory power of ∆π i,t should dominate. Results are reported in Table 8 , while a graphical representation is presented in Figure 3 .
17 In nearly all sectors, and irrespective of the country considered, we find that the fraction of sales growth variance accounted for by the levels component, S
, is very close to 0. Correspondingly, the explanatory power of the dynamic component, S
, is almost identical to the overall S 2 reported in Table 6 . This implies that the bulk of the impact of productivity variables relates to efficiency changes more than to absolute differences of productivity levels across firms. As already noted in the above exercises, it is difficult to find specific sector or country patterns. If anything, the dynamic component provides a slightly larger contribution in Germany and France, at least according to median values across sectors. The predominance of the dynamic structure also reconciles the regression analysis with the decomposition exercise, explaining why the between term of productivity decomposition did not signal any relevant selection effect at work. Indeed, we find here that the effect of reallocation and market selection among firms can only be detected in terms of relative dynamics in efficiencies, while standard decompositions only consider static efficiency differentials. This fact notwithstanding, the overall explanatory power of productivity variables remains small, confirming our main conclusion about the apparent weakness of competitive selection. 
Longer-run relationship
Although Correlated Random Effects allow to pick the contribution of average productivity terms over the sample period, an alternative way to look at the structural, longer run relationship between growth and productivity is to investigate the link between average productivity and average growth computed over multi-year sub-periods. This also allows to smooth the impact of yearly fluctuations. With 7-8 years in the data, we divide the sample period into two sub-periods and we run the following regression 17 For completeness, Table 12 in Appendix 1 shows corresponding coefficient estimates. Notice that β ∆ and β m are related to the coefficients of Equations (6) and (7) 
18 Also in this case the main conclusions remain valid under alternative regressions using TFP in place of labour productivity (see Appendix 2). The question is whether we can confirm the above finding of a relatively weak explanatory power of the productivity terms. The re-formulation however leaves us with a cross-sectional exercise, so we cannot control for firm fixed effects and time dummies. We therefore resort to simple OLS estimates and evaluate the explanatory power of productivity by a standard R 2 (that is, S 2 and R 2 are equivalent in this exercise).
- Table 9 about hereWe present results in Table 9 . 19 The main finding is, once again, that relative productivity variables can only explain a relatively small proportion of growth rates variation, irrespective of the countries. Looking at median values of the sectoral R 2 , the contribution of productivity is about 10% in France and in the UK, and about 15% in Germany and in the US. These figures well represent the underlying sector-specific estimates, although there are cases of sectors where the explanatory power is sensibly higher, e.g. for "Leather" in Germany, and for "Beverages" and "Furniture" in the US. Despite these single cases, it is difficult to identify robust sectoral patterns holding in the same way across the four countries. Indeed, the R 2 values obtained for each sector tend to vary across countries, and we do not see common patterns characterizing groups of sectors.
The specificities of SMEs
The analysis of the previous sections establishes robust statistical regularities about the dynamics of industries, directly speaking against some common wisdom (apparently naive) on the strong power of competition and market selection. A major question concerns whether selection forces operate differently on smaller businesses. Entrepreneurial and economics literature have indeed provided many pieces of evidence that small-medium enterprises (SMEs) follow quite different trajectories. On the one hand, SMEs can be seen as a fundamental driver of industry dynamics and employment creation (Acs and Mueller, 2008) and knowledge generation (Acs and Preston, 1997) , thus, in a sense, also driving selection by replacing less efficient competitors. On the other hand, however, there is also a view that SMEs face various type of constraints, e.g. in terms of their difficulties to access finance (Carpenter and Petersen, 2002; Bottazzi et al., 2014) , to formalize and sustain innovative efforts (Ortega-Argils et al., 2009), or to access international markets (Hollenstein, 2005; OECD, 2009) . In this respect, competitive forces can yield a much tougher selection mechanism for smaller firms, although this view needs not be in conflict with the evidence emerging from the literature on the so-called "gazelles" or high-growth firms. Indeed, such few dynamic firms are typically small relative to the average size in their industry, but are the drivers of new waves of innovation and are particularly reactive to new market opportunities (see Coad et al., 2014 , for a critical review).
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In this section we investigate whether our main findings can be qualified with respect to firm size. We again propose two distinct exercises looking first at productivity decompositions, focusing in particular on the SMEs' contribution to the aggregate sectoral between effect, and, second, we turn to our main firm-level regression, which we separately estimate across small-medium and larger enterprises. As standard in many international classifications (e.g. from Eurostat), we identify SMEs as firms with less than 250 employees, and we thus define as large firms those with 250 employees or more.
Productivity decomposition and firm size
Consider the index of aggregate productivity of sector j,Π j,t , defined in Equation (2) as a weighted sum of individual firms' (labour) productivities. Suppose one wants to break it down to account for the relative contribution of k different classes of firm size. One can rewrite (omitting the j and t subscript for simplicity)
whereΠ k is the total productivity of the size category k and s k the employment share of category k in sector j, while π i and s i are, respectively, the labour productivity and the employment share of firm i within the size-class k the same firm belongs to. A general decomposition of the index in terms of within and between components is as follows
where a bar above a variable indicates the time series average of that variable computed over two consecutive years. The first and second term represent respectively the weighted sum of the within and the between effects accruing to each firm size class. The first and second term captures the within and between components due to SMEs, while the third and fourth term correspond to within and between components due to large firms. The last term is a "covariance term" ensuring equality and measures the dynamics of shares and productivity between the two size classes.
- Table 10 about here - Table 10 presents the values of the different components, across sectors and countries. There is considerable variability, but we can nevertheless confirm a clear predominance of the within component over the between effect. As revealed by the above aggregate analysis, innovation and learning prevail over reallocation/selection forces as drivers of sectoral productivity dynamics. The results holds in basically all sectors and in all countries, and it is replicated within both SMEs and larger firms. However, the disaggregation by firm size reveals that larger firms are those firms that prominently contribute to such learning processes. Indeed, the within component associated to large firms is larger than the within effect due to SMEs in the vast majority of sectors, irrespective of the country considered. Looking at the median values, the within component of large firms is 0.639 in France, 0.928 in Germany, 0.78 in the UK and 0.891 in the US.
The evidence on the role of firm size in determining our findings on weak selection is more nuanced. Taking the median values of the between components we observe that BET large is bigger than BET SM E in France, Germany and the US (not in the UK). However, there is also large variation at sectoral level, and we observe many instances where the between component due to small firms is larger. This pattern gives a first hint that selection and competition may bite more on smaller firms. A more precise evaluation of the importance of selection among small and large firms is gained by considering the ratio of BET over (WITH + BET) within the two size classes. The overall contribution of small firms to aggregate productivity growth (WITH SM E + BET SM E ) is lower than the one associated to large firms in almost every country-sector pair. But, at the same time, the between component BET SM E represents a larger share of the total contribution of SMEs, while the opposite holds for larger firms. For example, in the chemical sector in France, while both the within and the between component of SMEs are smaller than the corresponding values of large firms, the ratio of BET SM E over the total (WITH SM E + BET SM E ) is 0.2, whereas the same ratio among large firms is 0.14. And the result is quite general: considering the sectors in which there is a positive contribution to productivity growth from both small and large firms, the relative importance of the between component is higher among SMEs firms in 11 out of 20 sectors in France, in 9 out of 16 in Germany, in 18 out of 20 in UK and in 10 out of 11 in USA.
The micro analysis conditional on firm size
We next explore whether disaggregating the samples by SMEs and larger firms improves the understanding of the overall weak power of productivity in explaining firm growth. We estimate separately by the two size-classes our baseline Correlated Random Effect specification presented in Equation (7), and we next compute the associated S 2 , giving the fraction of the overall variance of firm growth rates explained by the productivity terms.
- Table 11 about here - Table 11 presents the S 2 and R 2 obtained within the two groups of small-medium vs.
large firms. 21 The first general conclusion is that we can confirm the aggregate finding that productivity explains, in general, a little fraction of firm growth variability. Considering the median values of the distribution of sectoral S 2 , the explained variance varies from 10% to 25%, depending on the size-class and country, while firm heterogeneity accounts for a much greater fraction. Notwithstanding this general pattern, disaggregating by size does add interesting pieces of information, as there are indeed differences across SMEs and larger firms. First, comparing the median values of S 2 (in proportion of the associated total explained variance R 2 ), we find larger explanatory power of productivity within the SMEs in UK and US, suggesting that competitive selection affects more small-medium firms in these countries, while the joint reading of S 2 and R 2 reveals similar explanatory power across the two size groups in France, and it gives a stronger productivity-growth link among large firms in Germany. However, second, the underlying sector-specific estimates display ample heterogeneities, ranging from 0.01 (for SMEs in sector "Printing" in France, and for SMEs in sector "Motor Vehicles" in the US) to a quite high 0.83 (for US SMEs in "Rubber and Plastic"). Median values can therefore be misleading as each country can have its own sectoral specificities. In France, most of the sector estimates agree with the pattern suggested by median values of a non systematic difference across SMEs and large firms, although the explanatory power of productivity is larger for large firms in some cases. In the UK sectoral patterns are broadly in line with the conclusion emerging from median values that selection affects more smaller than large firms. And the same holds for the US, despite the abovementioned very high pick in the S 2 of SMEs (0.83) in "Rubber and Plastic". In Germany the S 2 values are more dispersed around the median than in other countries. For SMEs the values pick in such diverse industries as "Paper" (0.45), "Coke&Petroleum" (0.51) and Beverages (0.42), while among large firms selection is strong in "Coke&Petroleum" (0.50) and in "Other non-metallic" (0.46), but also in "Chemicals", "Pharma" and "Fabricated metals" (all with S 2 above 0.35). These latter sectors drive the aggregate evidence that selection bites more on large firms in this country, while in the majority of other sectors we observe that competitive selection is stronger for SMEs even in this country.
To sum up, both the productivity decomposition and the regression analysis reveal significant differences between SMEs and larger firms, both in the smaller contribution of the former to learning dynamics and in the larger effectiveness of selection mechanisms among SMEs.
Conclusions
This paper contributes to the analysis of the workings of market selection and reallocation in four different countries, characterized by different institutional set-ups.
The first exercise proposed here supports those previous studies claiming that productivity growth is, for the most part, the result of a process of learning which takes place within the firms. Indeed, in a decomposition of sectoral productivity growth, the small relative magnitude of the between component as compared to the within one points in the direction of a weak contribution to the dynamics of aggregate industry productivity of the reallocation of market shares.
We next search more directly for the fingerprints of competitive selection, by estimating the micro relationships between relative efficiency levels and relative growth rates. Such an evidence suggests that the power of selection mechanisms, although still modest, is a bit stronger as compared to the decomposition exercise. The explanatory power associated to productivity variables ranges from one fifth to one sixth of the overall variance of firm growth rates. At the same time, this explanatory power entirely rests on the changes over time in relative productivities, that is on the rates of relative productivity growth, while the levels in relative efficiency itself hardly seem to contribute.
All this evidence does anything but reinforce the view that no naive form of competitive process primarily driven by relative productive efficiencies is effectively at work. Moreover, the significant role played by relative changes in productivities, rather than relative levels goes against the prediction of most models of selection and industry-dynamics, both of the "disequilibrium" type as in Nelson and Winter (1982) and Dosi et al. (1995) , and equilibrium onesà la Jovanovic (1982) .
How do we interpret all this ? First, an important qualification of the results comes from our analysis of the role of firm size. We indeed find that both within SMEs and within large firms selection forces are comparatively less important than learning and innovation as drivers of sectoral productivity, but such improvements (or losses) in withinfirm productivity originate primarily from the group of larger firms, thus echoing the socalled Schumpeter Mark II hypothesis about the central role of large firms in innovative activity of sectors. Moreover, regression analysis suggest that selection, although weak, is relatively fiercer for more SMEs than for larger firms.
Second, the relative importance of firm-specific determinants of corporate growth plausibly hints at finer characteristics of products and of firm strategies not captured by industry-wide proxies for production efficiency. Third, regarding the (smaller but sizable) role of changes in relative productivities, our conjecture, which can be in principle tested over more disaggregated product-level data is the following. Suppose every 2-digit (but also 3-and 4-digit) industry is composed of several sub-markets of different size, in tune with Sutton (1998), which are also the loci of competition (see also Dosi et al., 2013) . So, for example, the car industry is composed of different segments, whereby Fiat 500 does not compete with Audi A4 which does not compete with Ferrari. Think of this example in terms of the "fitness landscape" representation quite common in the organization literature, linking some organizational trait (say, productivity, Π) to some measure of fitness (f ) of the organization, like in Figure 4 . Here, there are three "submarkets" with three different "peaks" in the relationship productivity-fitness. And of course each sub-market is characterized by different average productivities, in addition to obvious differences in product characteristics. In each of the submarkets it is plausible to think of a relation relative productivity-relative fitness-relative growth of a sort of replicator-type. However, what one does in the estimates above is to compare the productivities of all firms in the industries -Fiat, Audi, Ferrari... -and not surprisingly all replicator-type properties disappear. At the same time, though, within each submarket any improvement in productivity yields, other things being equal, an improvement in fitness. And this is precisely what relative rates of productivity growth nosily capture.
- Figure 4 about hereThis interpretation of course does not rule out the widespread possibility, already flagged in Bottazzi et al. (2010) , that the relationship between efficiency and growth is deeply shaped by behavioral factors -such as the "satisficing" aspirations of the various firms, their internal structure and in particular financial conditions, together with other dimensions idiosyncratic to each firm, implying that corporate growth is heavily driven by idiosyncratic and slowly changing configurations of characteristics (knowledge bases, routines, cultures). Such corporate identities ought to be considered in the short term more as state variables rather than control variables, as Winter (1987) puts it, subject to full strategic discretionality or, even less, to passive adaptation to market conditions. The evidence is in tune with capability-based or resource-based theories of the firm. The interpretation is in principle testable, but requires much finer evidence on behavioral patterns and organizational structures. Notes: Random Effects estimates of Equation (7), robust standard errors in parenthesis. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. Notes: Spearman's rank correlation of the country distribution of sectoral S 2 , after Random Effects estimation of Equation (7)). Significance levels in parenthesis. Notes: Decomposition as from Equation (15), over the period from 2007 to 2000 (2001 for Germany). For each country we report the within (WITH) and between (BET) effects for two size classes of small-medium (SME, below 250 employees) and larger (large) firms, and the inter-class covariance term (COV). Values are normalized as share of aggregate sectoral productivity change. We mark with "-" the sectors where too few observations are available to compute the decomposition. Notes: S 2 and R 2 from Random Effects estimation of Equation (7) separately by small-medium firms (SMEs, below 250 employees) and larger firms. We mark with "-" the cases where too few observations are available to provide estimates.
Figures
Figure 1: Distributions of sectoral between and within components as from decomposition in Equation (4), by country. For each country, the white and the shaded violin refers to the between and within component, respectively. Each violin reports a box plot and a kernel density to each side of the box plot. Distributions, median values, and interquartile ranges as from Table 3.
Figure 2: Distributions of sectoral estimates of β 0 and β 1 from Random Effects estimation of Equation (7), by country. For each country the leftmost and rightmost shaded violins report β 0 and β 1 , respectively, while the white violin report β 0 + β 1 . Kernel estimates, median values, and interquartile ranges as from Table 5 . Notes: Random Effects estimates of Equation (11), robust standard errors in parenthesis. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. (12), robust standard errors in parenthesis. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. Notes: Random Effects estimates of Equation (7) with TFP as proxy for productivity. Standard errors in parenthesis. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. Notes: S 2 and R 2 after Random Effects estimation of Equation (7) with TFP as proxy for productivity. after Random Effects estimation of Equation (11) with TFP as proxy for productivity. (shaded violins) after Random Effects estimation of Equation (11) with TFP as proxy for productivity. Distributions, median values, and interquartile ranges are computed according to Table 16 .
